
Super Son-In-Law Chapter 3 

 
Isla Sulivan was an extremely intelligent businesswoman as well as was constantly efficient 

handling and also controlling her emotions. 

However, then, she lost control as well as went mad pushing away Alex Cohen. She shouted 

harshly, “Child of a b * tch! Take a look in the mirror. 

You’re a piece of trash who does not have ambition as well as that’s willing to give up his 

dignity as well as face for cash. You still desire me? Go reside in your outrageous dream!” 

For Isla Sullivan, simply thinking about having sex with Alex Cohen was horrible, as well as 

really making love with him! 

Alex Cohen, that was poor for the 23 years of his life and humiliated for the past 3 months, 

had grasped the capacity to manage his emotions which were sharpened by his rough fact. 

His control was much better than Isla’s. The primary factor for that was since he had no 

money in his pocket, so he can not speak roughly. The grievances as well as anger he felt 

can only be suppressed in his heart. 

To put it well, this was called a male’s capability to bow and send. 

 

Essentially, it was simply one word: wimp! 

Now, Alex Cohen had the stamina to fight back, however chose versus it and claimed to be 

a wimp. He asked inquisitively, “Isla, even if it’s a puppet, you should’ve discovered one 

that’s 10 times or 100 times much better than me. Why don’t you … destroy the 

arrangement and also terminate our contract?” 

” Tsk … I was asking yourself why you were so cheeky today! You’re just deliberately 

prompting me? Alex Cohen, let me inform you. Half a million is absolutely nothing to me, I 

won’t provide it to you for cost-free! You intend to take the money as well as run? In your 

dreams!” 

 



Isla was helpless. She certainly did not wish to even consider Alex, but she had to maintain 

their relationship. 

For one, she did not desire Alex to get something without paying a cost. 

Secondly, it was already too late to discover a person brand-new. 

As Isla idea of this, Xena Sanders called again, “Lala, is Alex home?” 

Isla went into the bedroom, shut the door, readjusted herself, and as calm a tone as feasible, 

she replied, “Yeah, he’s house.” 

” Then enjoy him and also do not allow him leave. Your father and I will certainly exist soon. 

You two must wrap up the separation today. I’ve currently contacted Jared Xavier this mid-

day. He stated that as long as you get divorced right away, he’s still going to wed you and 

also aid our company make it through this!” 

” Mama, why do you have to require me?” 

You had 2 choices, either give us a grandbaby or allow us gain even more money. You 

selected to have a child, however you found a worthless person behind our backs. 

Isla sat on her bed as well as anxiously pondered. As long as you cooperate with me to deal 

with Mother and also Papa, I. What do you state?” 

Alex frowned and also responded, “I’m not asleep yet, however why am I in my dreamland?” 

” I’m not joking! This is your only possibility. The deal runs out quickly!” 

” Yet you have actually missed the possibility I provided you! If you still want my assistance, 

after that you’ll have to be in charge of all the jobs from now on. Along with investing one 

night with me!” 

” Getting money grubbing now, aren’t you? Fine … I assure you!” 

Isla’s promise was pretty quick. 

As thrilled as Alex was, he still really felt that something was wrong … 



Not long after, Xena Sanders and Isla’s daddy, Victor Sullivan, showed up. 

Xena Sanders was dressed in attractive developer clothing. Her intent of showing off her 

wide range was noticeable and she was simply shy of branding her temple with the words: I 

am abundant! 

This “noblewoman” stance of Xena made her strongly think that Alex Cohen was not 

deserving of her daughter. 

The reason why she provided Alex as well as Isla 3 months, other than not intending to 

entirely clash with Isla, was that she thought Alex was not short and looked rather enjoyable. 

He additionally graduated from a well-known college, so his genetics should not be that 

poor. 

Nevertheless, at noon when she heard from Isla that Alex had health problems as well as 

was not even qualified to be a “dog breeder”, what was the point of maintaining him? 

After Xena Sanders settled down, she considered Alex coldly as well as got straight to the 

point. 

” When do you intend to separation Lala?” 

Alex casually responded, “Should not you review this matter with Lala initially?” 

Alex Cohen, I’m not discussing this with you, however I’m giving you a final word! By then, 

you’ll not only obtain kicked out of my home, yet you’ll additionally have to pay Lala 

compensation for the loss of her young people!” 

” Then go in advance as well as sue me. As quickly as I get the summons, I’ll be on time in 

court. 

Xena did not anticipate that Alex had ended up being so brazen that he did not also really 

feel endangered. 

Slap! 

Xena, that was ridiculed, waited for a couple of secs after that all of a sudden put her hand 

on the coffee table. 



” Alex Cohen, you’re an item of trash that can not see the large picture. It’s true that you 

have not committed any criminal activities, however simply based on your lack of fertility, I 

can simply kick you out of the house. 

” That claimed that? I remain in health!” 

” Oh?”. 

Xena turned her head and also looked at Isla. 

” I assumed you claimed there was something wrong with him physically?”. 

Isla was captured off guard by the concern, yet fortunately, she was quick-witted as well as 

thought of her response in seconds. 

We were married for much less than a month prior to he located out. He’s been on 

medicine for 2 months and also was just treated. 

” Seriously?”. 

Xena checked out them suspiciously. She gazed backward and forward between Alex and 

Isla. 

Alex did not describe as well as lazily got up. 

” You men speak. I’m going to bed initially.”. 

Isla was generally satisfied with Alex’s efficiency and also was slightly happy. However, when 

she saw Alex head in the direction of the guest room, she got worried and also rushed over 

to tug on Alex’s arm. 

” I made the bed for my moms and dads this afternoon, you don’t need to bother with it!”. 

Alex pushed the door open and located the visitor space had actually been cleaned up. He 

likewise figured out why Isla stopped him, so he did not state much as well as stepped right 

into Isla’s room. 



Isla returned to her original placement and sat down. Once more, she made it clear to her 

mommy that she was “not mosting likely to separation Alex”. 

She additionally assured to attempt and also conceive a kid as soon as possible. This 

moment she took note of her past error and also did not define a due date to ensure that 

she might delay the matter. 

Xena considered for a long period of time and realized that there was no chance to damage 

the standoff with Isla, so she needed to think about another way and also left in a huff. 

Victor Sullivan did not say a word throughout and just heaved a long sigh of alleviation 

prior to they left. 

Isla was likewise annoyed as well as went into the bed room. She saw Alex resting on her 

bed and yelled, “Return to your area!”. 

” Why should I? Aren’t you mosting likely to spend the night with me? It’s no usage 

selecting a date, so let’s just do it tonite!”. 

The doubts in Alex’s mind still existed. To prevent Isla stabbing in the back her word, the 

faster Isla made great on her pledge, the much better. 

Isla frowned. She hesitated but ultimately concurred. She got a tiny container on the 

bedside table, poured out a tiny blue tablet, as well as gave it to Alex. 

” Eat this!”. 

” What is it?”. 

” Viagra.”. 

” Isla, you’re disparaging me!”. 

” I don’t want to regret it later! Eat this or get out. 

” You … fine, I’ll eat it!”. 



Alex decided that was driven by primal impulses and also did not also drink water. He 

simply swallowed the pill and pulled Isla onto the bed, then adhered to the steps that he 

had actually thought concerning countless times. He did not know what had actually 

entered into him, yet he all of a sudden felt a little woozy. His eyelids were obtaining heavy 

as well as felt like sleeping. 

He remained in the prime of his life as well as was still a virgin. This was a defining moment 

yet he felt out of reach! 

Existed really glitch with … his body? 

Alex was so scared that he started to question his life. 

Isla, nevertheless, suddenly revealed a cold smile. She pressed away Alex, who was existing 

on top of her, rolled over, and also got off the bed. Alex Cohen, I recognize you’re not 

persuaded, but you much better keep your mouth shut and do not say anything you should 

not to my moms and dads. 

” Are you lying to me? Isla, you’re going to regret this!”. 

Alex lastly understood that the little blue tablet was not Viagra however a resting tablet! 

He bewared sufficient, however he still obtained cheated! 

Isla did not take Alex’s threat to heart. Instead, she picked up her phone and also dialed a 

number. 

” Hey honey, really did not you say I haven’t accompanied you for a very long time? If you’re 

complimentary currently, I’ll come by to you as soon as possible … Okay, see you at the 

normal location!”. 

” You even have a young boy plaything?”. 

Alex and also Isla were not a genuine pair, yet he still could not accept this. His moment of 

rage accelerated the drug’s efficiency, so he collapsed … 

The next day at midday, Alex got up. 



He did not see Isla at home neither did his phone call to her get through, so he prepared to 

head to Sullivan’s workplace to discover her. 

As quickly as Alex was done depleting, Hudson Lowe identified him in the group to make 

sure that he can watch a video. 

He clicked on the 30-second video clip that Hudson had simply sent out and located that it 

was Felix Moore saying increasingly with Quinn Shetford in front of the office. It was so 

heated, almost to the point of separating. 

Hudson labelled him once again as well as attached a sentence: having a close friend like 

you was absolutely Felix Moore’s sadness! 

Alex immediately presumed that Quinn had actually learnt about the money Felix lent him 

when he checked out this frame! 

The more he thought about it, the more guilty he felt and also immediately went over to 

Felix Moore … 

 


